Project Specification
Dial – Out Conference
Dial Out Conference in Next Generation Networks

Logistics - Teams

• Recommended and maximum size: 3 students
  – Tolerated: teams of 2 and teams of 1
    • 10 points bonus for teams of 1
    • 5 points bonus for teams of 2
• Note: There will be no bonus if nothing works
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Logistics – Reports and demos

• Reports
  – 20 pages maximum – Should include
    • Tool kits used
    • Software design
    • Implementation
    • Who did what

• Demo
  – Live (ran in any Concordia lab – Other arrangements may be made)
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Logistics – Tools

• Tool kits
  – Two tool kits will be presented during the lectures
    • 1 signalling protocol specific tool (i.e. SIP servlets)
    • 1 signalling protocol neutral tool (i.e. Web services)
  – However, students can use any other tool that offers the required functionality
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Scope

Dial-out Conferencing application

Application Server (SIP AS or Web service AS)

Device

Device

Device